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Dr. Russell Blaylock's interview was first released in our daily news but because of its 
importance and his added statements below its being sent out separately as 
well.    https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/advocacy-lifeline-with-dawn-
richardson/YD8EwUmfeR 
 
We are living in trying times as you know.  Freedom of speech is being 
demolished.   The New York Times has even made a documentary against Dr. Joseph 
Mercola, the obvious reason is because he has the largest list on the Internet and he's 
written a book releasing accurate information on the shot.  The Children's Health 
Defense (CHD)  wrote:  "On Wednesday, Aug. 17, without warning, Facebook informed 
Children's Health Defense their page was deplatformed (unpublished). Simultaneously, 
their Instagram account was suspended. As one scientist said today about the current 
chaotic and further deteriorating state of everything at present:  "Lies are laying corpses, 
truth is just a dreamed fiction, and the facts are too horrible to take into account." How 
very well said. 
  
The CHD is known for their accuracy,  and they have probably saved hundreds of 
thousands of babies and children by publishing the facts the evil doers try to suppress. 
If more families had info from CHD those babies they have been cremating in hospitals 
to prevent being counted would still be alive. Read what  Dr. Mike Yeadon wrote who 
worked for Pfizer for 20 years and  was even their chief scientist.  Never do you 
vaccinate those who are not at risk like babies and children.  In his own 
words:  https://rense.com/general96/mike-yeadon.php So the former chief scientist of 
the company making it says children should not be given the shot and it can kill you in a 
couple of years.  He is the applicant on the lawsuit against this toxin under the 
International Criminal Court of Justice.  It declares this nano bioweapon genocide based 
on the Nuremburg Code.  
 
 
These times are going to get worse, especially around the election.  The Center For 
Disease Control, CDC,  has now confessed to colossal 
mistakes    https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-backtracks-covid-guidance-
damning-studies-cola/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=6311dd76-
01e7-4770-9d79-85db16ca4686 Probably millions have died because of their 
misinformation.  They even admitted wrong protocol and wrong test from the 
beginning.  Activists showed where they deleted vaxx deaths from VAERS; only 1% 
report.  Some CDC doctors spoke out because they were reprimanded for relating the 
real truth of the matter.  CDC didn't want the facts. They are known for corruption.  As 
an example, here is the damning CDC investigation on 
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aspartame http://www.mpwhi.com/damning_cdc_investigation_on_aspartame.htm You 
will see everything from seizures to blindness, and even death.  Yet if you go to the 
CDC site you will see only a summary that contradicts their own investigation.  It's been 
there for 36 years lying to the public and saying they only found "mild" findings.  Since 
when is death considered a mild finding? Yet, just like in the case of the nano 
bioweapon CDC suppresses the facts.  You will see me holding up the 146 page 
investigation in the documentary "Sweet Misery: A Poisoned World". The last excuse 
the CDC gave me for not taking down the false summary and adding their own 
investigation was:  "The doctor who wrote the summary retired."   Stephen Fox, Mission 
Possible New Mexico has ordered FDA Commissioner Robert Califf to remove 
aspartame from the market.  
 
September is Aspartame Awareness Month so let's start early by spreading  the straight 
stuff, the absolute Truth, not only on aspartame , but also this nano bioweapon.  Both 
are systemic poisons and both damage the mitochondria or powerhouse of the cell. 
They are killing machines.  Can you even imagine the interaction of both?  
 
 Dr. Blaylock has given this dynamic interview above, and below my signature is his  list 
of statements he says you can use with legislators.  Let's say he's given an assignment 
with the answer sheet, and start covering the planet.  In his interview you will notice he 
reads the statements and discusses them giving you the ammunition.  By September 
1st we will have his interview  transcribed where you can read it or listen to it.  
 
Here are some things you can do.  Send the interview to web sites, social media, email 
lists and everywhere you can saturate the truth.  There are many organizations with 
massive lists that will forward it on.  Send a copy to your physician, your place of 
worship and even list with free press releases.  Be sure to support the people who have 
fiercely worked to get this life saving information to you.  The Children's Defense Team 
releases vital material daily.  Be sure to subscribe to them and Dr. Mercola who have 
been censored because of their accuracy and ability to get to so much of the 
public.   Dr. Blaylock is the author of the Blaylock Report where you get indispensable 
advice and true science.  He was the first physician to explain the dangers of the mask, 
and first to write about the fear mongering used to get the public to take a killer jab.  He 
has authored many books, one on aspartame and MSG, "Excitotoxins: The Taste That 
Kills" and others, his latest I'm reading, "Liver Cure".  I have subscribed for years to the 
National Health Federation who for decades has fought for our health freedoms.  Jeff 
Rense, www.rense.com keeps aspartame on his front page available to save the lives 
of millions, as well as exposing the killer vaxx.  There are many more with their reports 
on my lists for years. This will be posted on www.mpwhi.com .   Notice below Dr. 
Blaylock says the virus does not exist!! Notice Dr. Blaylock says:     "The injections are 
for a virus that no longer exists and has essentially no effectiveness against variants of 
the original virus.  The injected are the number one superspreaders of the present 
variants and future variants." 
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What I learned by Dr. Russell Blaylock. M.D.   

  Backup of What I learned from my paper's response.doc 

  

 

·       Most critics are not from the world of science, but rather politics, assortment of 

trolls and those who have a financial stake in the vaccine. They all have an agenda 

that does not include people’s health. 

 

·       Your enemies will not resort to logic, scientific studies, or critical thinkingthey resort 

to ad homonym attacks, gaslighting and slander. Personal attacks are their 

modus operandi 

 

 

·       We see highly credentialed, prestigious and extensively published people 

demonized by those wishing to control the narrative. These top doctors and scientists’ 

opinions are deleted on all sources of public communication. What are they afraid of? 

 

  

 

·       Why have the proponents of the so-called “vaccines” refused to debate those 

opposing the injections? Why have they never offered evidence that what I have said in 

my published papers is not true? Steve Krisch, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter 

McCullough and others have all offered to debate those pushing these deadly 

injections, but there have been no takers. Steve Kirsch even offered substantial cash 

awards to anyone who will debate him and prove him wrong in his opposition to the 

injections. Why are there are no takers? 

 

  

 

·       Why have the majority of the scientific community and physicians remained 

silent during the entire shameful debacle? What is keeping the physicians and the 

scientific community mostly silent? 
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·       Why are so many trusting of pharmaceutical companies that have collectively 

been fined over 10 billion dollars for fraud and serious violations of safety 

standards in manufacturing? Pfizer alone has been fined billions of dollars for such 

violations, even drefor criminal conduct that cost many lives. One pharmaceutical 

company alone paid out hundreds of millions of dollars for such violations that cost 

over 100,000 lives by some estimates. No one went to jail and no one lost their job. 

 

  

 

·       We have medical societies, medical licensing boards, and 

hospitals intimidating doctors and nurses to remain silent about the massive 

destruction of lives by this whole “pandemic” episode and especially the injections. Both 

doctors and nurses have lost their right to practice for refusing to remain silent 

concerning this unending life destroying episode. Why have the politicians and media 

been silent and remain silent in the face of this human disaster? 

 

  

 

·       The so-called “vaccine” has been shown to have no effect on covid-19 

transmission and little ability to prevent infection. It is now evident that the 

vaccinated are the superspreaders of these viral variants. Why are we being told that 

the vaccinated have a milder infection, when the ICUs and hospitals are occupied 

by serious cases of infection among the “vaccinated”. Almost all patients admitted 

to hospitals have been injected with one of these deadly genetic injections. 

 

  

 

·       Why are individuals being told that they must agree to be injected with these 

deadly injections or lose their jobs? Further, when individuals are forced to take these 

deadly injections by their employers and become incapacitated, where are the company 

heads who forced them to take the injections? These unfortunate people, not only can 

no longer work at their previous job, they cannot work at virtually any job. Are they 

compensated by the employer who forced them to get injected? No!  They are left on 

their own. Should they die, will the monsters who forced them to take the injection pay 

for all the funeral expenses? Don’t hold your breath. 

 

  

 

·       Why are we continuing to force people to accept these injections, including all 

boosters, for people holding essential jobsdoctors, nurses, medical technicians, 

radiology technicians and even secretaries in hospitals, members of the armed forces, 

firemen, EMS personnel and other such critical workers? They are being mandated to 

take these injections when it is accepted that these injections do not stop the spread or 



prevent the infectionthe only two reasons, even in the furthest of ones’ imagination, as 

why one would even consider mandating such injections. 

 

  

 

·       It is not the unvaccinated that were spreading these viruses and variants-it is the 

vaccinated. Because a significant percentage show few signs of infection they 

continued to go to work, attend parties, go to church services, and other gatherings-

spreading high levels of the virus, especially the variants among everyone they come 

into contact with. It has been estimated that the vaccinated have 250 times 

higher concentrations of the virus in their nose than do the unvaccinated sick. 

 

·       No one seem to want to answer the questionWhy are these companies, 

hospitals, the military, etc, mandating a “so-called vaccine” for a virus that NO 

LONGER EXIST? The vaccine being mandated is for the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which 

has all but disappeared from the scene. Even the boosters are designed for a virus that 

does not exist, even though an attempt is being made recently to address this obvious 

oversight. 

 

 

·       Why, despite highly convincing evidence, that these injections progressive 

erode innate immunity, the most important arm of the immune system, are we being 

forced and cajoled into taking these injections? Are these controllers trying to 

purposefully destroy the immune system of hundreds of millions of people? 

 

  

 

·       Why did Fauci, the CDC and FDA all insist that children, down to small babies, 

be injected with a vaccine that has had millions of admitted complications and resulted 

in the deaths of no less than 40,000 adults. (The true number of deaths is in the 

hundreds of thousands, just in the United States.) It has been firmly established that 

youth and especially toddlers and babies are essentially at a zero risk of becoming ill 

from the virus. Only children with seriously impaired immune systems are at risk 

and since the injections do not stop the spread of the viruses, vaccinating the 

healthy youth will offer no protection.  In fact, the vaccinated youth will now be of 

an even greater danger to these immune impaired children. 

 

  

 

·       Why did the CDC, NIH and other organs of authority encourage pregnant women 

to receive these genetic injections, when they knew that no studies had been done on 

the effects on the mother or the child, either short or long term, prior to their 

encouraging pregnant women to get “vaccinated”? The only study done after 



thousands of pregnant women were already injected, was found to state fraudulently 

that the injection was safe, when it was disclosed after reexamination of the data that in 

truth the study found an 83% higher miscarriage rate among pregnant women injected 

during the first trimester. Why did they not tell these women- NO LONG TERM 

STUDIES HAVE EVER BEEN DONE TO SEE WHAT PROBLEMS COULD ARISE? 

Even the American OB/GYN medical societies were encouraging their doctor 

members to strongly suggest that their pregnant patients should get 

“vaccinated” 

 

  

 

·       Why was the biodistribution study kept from the public and all scientists and 

physicians? Could it be that it proved Pfizer was lying about the injected contents of 

the vaccine staying at the injection site, when they knew that it was dispersed 

throughout the person’s bodyeven the brain? 

 

  

 

·       Why did Pfizer seek a court order sealing the data from their so-called “safety and 

efficacy study” for first 55 years and the 75 years? Why would you do that unless you 

were trying to hide the shoddy way the study was done, the blatant coverups of 

complications occurring during the studymany resulting in permanent injuries of 

a very serious natureand most importantly, lying about the effectiveness of the 

injections? There is now compelling evidence they knew before the vaccine was 

released that it had a very low effectiveness. 

 

  

 

·       With the compelling data showing these injections result in fatal and crippling blood 

clots and much more common microthrombosis, why is there no program to test every 

injected person with the D-dimer test to look for early signs of such a disaster 

occurring?  How many strokes, heart attacks, lost limbs and damaged organs have to 

occur before these controllers of the narrative take proper action? I think I know why, 

based on studies by at least two cardiologists who did the tests on all their injected 

patientsboth found high levels of D-dimer in over 80% of their patients, indicating 

a high probability of microthrombosis. 

 

  

 

·       How many young people, especially males, have to suffer permanent heart 

damage in the form of myocarditis, before we end this madness? Thousands of 

young people have suffered such “vaccine” induced heart damage and recent 

studies clearly demonstrate that their hearts are permanently damaged, which 



demonstrates the lie that these young people fully recover. How many young 

athletes have to die on the field of play or have their careers ended before we 

stop this insanity? 

 

  

 

·       Why in the name of all common sense would airlines insist all pilots be 

injected with this devastating injection when the risk of the pilot dying while in 

flight, especially when taking off or landing, is significantly high. Not only is the 

pilot’s life at risk but all of the passengers on the airlineshould hundreds of 

passengers die because the CEOs of the airlines yielded to pressure to force the 

injections on all their pilots? 

 

  

 

·       Now that we have compelling evidence of the following statements listed 

below, there is no sense in mandating or even encouraging these injections. All 

such injections should be halted immediately and those responsible for this 

grave fraud, at every level, should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. 

 

  

 

·       What we know: 

 

  

 

o   The injections are for a virus that no longer exists and has essentially no 

effectiveness against variants of the original virus. 

 

o   The injected are the number one superspreaders of the present variants and 

future variants. 

 

o   There is evidence that the injections increase the likelihood of the generation 

of worse viral variants 

 

o   The injections and boosters progressively erodes the most critical arm of the 

immune system (innate immunity)dramatically increasing the risk of: 

 

  

 

·       Cancer 

 

·       Autoimmune disorders of all kinds 



 

·       Heart attacks, strokes and other thrombotic disorders 

 

·       Activation of latent virusesmany of which are deadly 

 

·       Increasing susceptibility to numerous types of infectionsviral, bacterial and 

fungal. 

 

·       Increasing several types of neurodegenerative diseases. 

 


